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We investigated binding between dopant atoms such as boron and arsenic and various elements in
group IV �e.g., C, Ge, Sn, and Pb� to explore opportunities for increasing dopant solubility, which
is becoming critical for nanoscale semiconductor technology. Using first principles calculations, we
find the dominant component of binding to be global strain compensation. We find negligible direct
local binding between B and Ge, in contrast to some suggestions in the literature. Considering strain
compensation and negative deviation from Vegard’s law of lattice parameter for SiGe, we predict the
enhancement of boron segregation ratio across epitaxial Si/SiGe interfaces, which agrees well with
previous experimental observations. Due to nearest neighbor binding plus substantial strain
compensation, Sn may have some promise for enhancing B solubility. For C/As, the first nearest
neighbor interaction is repulsive. However, the large negative induced strain due to carbon
overcompensates this effect in the solubility, and thus As is predicted to weakly segregate from Si

into epitaxial carbon-doped Si. © 2006 American Vacuum Society. �DOI: 10.1116/1.2179458�
I. INTRODUCTION

As the dimensions of ultra-large-scale-integrated �ULSI�
devices move deeper into the nanoscale, the design window
for metal oxide semiconductor transistor �MOSFET� be-
comes narrower. In MOSFETs with sub-100-nm channel
length, short channel effects �SCEs� are a critical problem
and ultra-shallow-junction �USJ� design with high dopant ac-
tivation is required.1,2 In modern ULSI devices, strain is in-
corporated both intentionally and unintentionally and can be
beneficial by controlling electronic properties such as mobil-
ity and band gap, and potentially dopant redistribution as
well.

There have been many experimental observations show-
ing that B diffusion in compressively strained SiGe is
retarded.3–11 Local binding between B and Ge, Fermi level
effects, band-gap narrowing, and strain compensations have
been considered to explain B diffusion behavior in Si1−xGex.
However, there is no consensus of explanation for dopant
diffusion and activation changes with stress. Kuo et al. mea-
sured B diffusivity in variously strained SiGe and concluded
that strain does not affect B diffusion significantly.5 Lever
et al. attributed retarded B diffusion to B/Ge pairing.4 In
contrast, Hattendorf et al. found via �-NMR that there is no
significant binding between B and Ge.7 Since diffusion is a
dynamic process in which many microscopic factors are in-
volved and the detailed mechanism �e.g., via interstitials or
vacancies� of the process is also important, we focus here on
segregation, which is an equilibrium process and can be ex-
plained by fundamental energy differences. In our study, we
considered both stress effects and local chemical binding ef-
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fects on dopant segregation. The purpose of this study was to
determine whether group IV elements might be useful in
enhancing dopant solubility. Combinations with compensat-
ing induced strains �B/Ge, B/Sn, B/Pb, and As/C� were
selected as most likely to give significant enhancements.

II. METHOD

The dopant concentration in strained silicon alloys can be
written as

CA
total��� = CA��� + CAB��� , �1�

where CA is the concentration of isolated dopants, CAB is that
of pairs of dopants and group IV impurities, and � is applied
strain. Using mass action law and including first nearest
neighbor �1NN� binding, the segregation ratio at the interface
of strained Si1−x�Ge/Sn/Pb/C�x and unstrained Si due to
group IV impurity incorporation can be approximated as

m =
CA

total���
CA�0�

�2�

�exp�−
�EA

f ���
kT

��1 + 4
CB

CS
�exp�−

EAB
b

kT
� − 1�� , �3�

where �EA
f ��� is the change in formation energy of substitu-

tional dopant due to strain and EAB
b is the binding energy of

dopant/group IV pair. The first exponential factor represents
stress energy change due to adding dopants to strained sili-
con alloy, while the second term includes the effect of 1NN
pairing. Using the harmonic approximation for the free en-
ergy of supercell within the elastic limit, the change in for-

mation energy due to strain compensation is given by
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�EA
f ��� = − �0���ACSi� + v��A�C�

− vw
1

2
��A�C��A� , �4�

where �0 is the volume of a Si lattice site, ��A is the in-
duced strain �change in minimum energy lattice constant�
due to dopant, CSi is elastic stiffness tensor of silicon, v and
w are the concentrations of group IV impurity and dopant,
respectively, �C is CGe−CSi, and � is the applied strain as-
sociated with incorporation of group IV impurities into epi-

FIG. 2. Strain dependence of free energy for 64 atom supercell. Strains indu
all systems but C/As 1NN. Strains are reported in reference to the GGA Si

Table I.
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taxial layer �detailed analysis can be found in a previous
work12�. The second and third terms are small and somewhat
compensate each other. We include only the first term in
subsequent analysis since including the last two terms in Eq.
�4� has minimal effect for x less than about 0.25 as shown in
Fig. 3�a�. We used density functional theory generalized gra-
dient approximation �DFT-GGA� values for CSi �Ref. 12�
and local-density approximation �LDA� values for CGe.13

The applied strain � as a function of group IV impurity com-
position is determined from the lattice constant of
Si1−x�Ge/Sn/Pb/C�x. Thus, for biaxially strained SiGe
grown on top of Si ��= ��� ,�� ,����,

FIG. 1. Lattice constant for �a�
Si1−xGex and �b� Si1−xSnx vs composi-
tion. Ge shows negative deviation
from Vegard’s law, but Sn follows lin-
ear interpolation between Si and �-
Sn. DFT-GGA overestimates the lat-
tice constant for Ge and �-Sn, so end
point values are normalized to experi-
mental values for comparison to inter-
mediate compositions.

y pairs are sum of strains from isolated dopants and group IV impurities in
librium lattice parameter of 5.457 Å. Extracted induced strains are listed in
ced b
equi
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�� =
aSi − aSiGe

aSiGe
, �� = − 2

C12

C11
�� . �5�

Equation �5� has a limitation since strain-relieving defects
start forming as strain becomes large. For example, Ro-
dríguez et al. observed defect-free layer at x=0.26 but sub-
stantial dislocation density at x=0.34 �Ref. 14� in heavily
B-doped Si1−xGex.

We calculated the total energy of 64 atom supercells with
both isolated substitutional impurities as well as dopant/
group IV impurity pairs under various hydrostatic strains to
find induced strains, formation energies, and the lattice pa-
rameter of SiGe as a function of Ge composition using the
DFT code VASP �Ref. 15� in GGA with ultrasoft Vanderbilt
pseudopotentials.16 Calculations were done with 340 and
345 eV energy cutoffs for boron and arsenic, respectively,
and 23 Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling.17 The equilibrium
lattice constant in Eq. �5� was taken from DFT-GGA results.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

There have been many experiments showing that the lat-
tice parameter of Si1−xGex negatively deviates from Vegard’s
law �linear interpolation of lattice constant between pure Si
and Ge�, as shown in Fig. 1.18–21 Our calculations indicate
that the equilibrium lattice constant of SiC shows similar
behavior but with the deviation in SiC much larger than that
in SiGe, in agreement with previous results.22–24 As has been
previously observed,25 DFT-GGA overestimates the equilib-

TABLE I. Induced strains due to dopants and group
considered except 1NN C/As show linearly additive
GGA Si equilibrium lattice parameter of 5.457 Å and
equilibrium lattice constant for a given composition c
the corresponding atomic fractions.

Si63B Si63AS Si6

�� −0.30 0.015 −0.4

Si62BGe 1NN Si62BGe 2NN Si62B

�� −0.24 −0.26 −0.0
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rium lattice constant for Ge. However, the calculations accu-
rately reproduce the experimental consensus of negative de-
viation from Vegard’s law, as shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 2 shows the energy change versus strain for the
systems considered, with the results summarized in Table I.
The induced strain for all systems with exception of C/As
1NN shows linear additive behavior, which means that the
total induced strain is the sum of induced strain from indi-
vidual elements. For B/Ge system, we found 2NN spacing to
be the minimum energy configuration, but the formation en-
ergies for B/Ge at 1NN, 2NN, and 3NN are all within
30 meV. Thus the binding energy calculated based on re-
laxed systems is effectively zero, with the small formation
energy seen for unstrained system resulting from global
strain compensation rather than any local binding. This is in
contrast with some previous models proposed for B diffusion
in Si1−xGex which assume pairing of B with Ge.4 There will,
however, still be segregation of B into strained SiGe on Si
due to strain compensation as shown in Fig. 2�a�. Our model
predicts that B solubility in 1% compressively strained SiGe
�corresponds to 25% Ge in Si1−xGex� increases to 3.5 times
of that in unstrained Si, which is close to experimental6 and
theoretical values.26

Recently, Sadigh et al. and Adey et al. reported dopant
solubility enhancement due to biaxial stress, considering
strain by charged dopant and Fermi level effects.26,27 They
concluded that dopant solubility enhancement is caused
mainly by Fermi level effects. However, Fermi level is not

elements in Si. All dopant/group IV combinations
ced strains. Strains are reported in reference to the
ormalized to Si atomic volume. Thus, the change in
obtained by summing over the induced strains times

Si63Ge Si63Sn Si63Pb

0.051 0.21 0.26

Si62BPb Si62CAs 1NN Si62CAs 2NN

−0.021 −0.29 −0.40

FIG. 3. Segregation of B to biaxially strained �a� SiGe
and �b� SiSn on unstrained Si at 850 °C. In SiGe,
segregation is just due to global strain compensation,
while for SiSn, the components of segregation due to
BSn 1NN pairing and strain compensation are shown
separately. The predictions of calculation are in ex-
cellent agreement with experimental results of Lever
et al. �Ref. 4� and Fang et al. �Ref. 6�. Simple calcu-
lation includes only the first term and full calculation
includes all three terms in Eq. �4�. Comparing two
cases at 1% strain level �25% for Ge and 5% for Sn�
B/Sn pairing gives an additional boost to segregation
and solubility of almost a factor 2.
IV
indu
are n

an be

3C

2

Sn
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independent of strain since charged carriers induce strain,
which is explained by deformation potential.28,29 We found
that strain due to neutral dopant is the sum of strain due to
charged dopant and electron or hole. For instance, the lattice
contractions caused by a B− and a hole are −0.032 and −0.27,
respectively. Therefore, our description using neutral B al-
ready includes Fermi level effects.

As seen in Fig. 2 and Table I, Sn and Pb both produce
much larger induced strains than Ge. The same analysis done
for B/Ge is applied to these systems, and the results are
summarized in Figs. 2 and 3�b� and Tables I and II. Again,
DFT-GGA overestimates the lattice constants. The lattice
constant of Si1−xSnx follows Vegard’s law, consistent with
experiment �Fig. 1�b��. In these systems, 1NN is the most
favorable configuration, suggesting the possibility of local
binding. This is confirmed by the calculation results which
show binding energies of −0.17 and −0.23 eV for B with Sn
and Pb, respectively, based on relaxed cells.

To investigate the electronic properties of B/Sn pairs, we
looked at the calculated density of states �DOS� of Si62BSn
and compared it to DOS of Si63B �Fig. 4�. The DOS is nearly
unchanged, with the empty state present at the top of the
valence band indicating that B/Sn pairs act as shallow ac-
ceptors. Considering the large induced positive strain and
additional direct binding, Sn is a potentially promising ele-
ment for enhancing boron solubility. Although equilibrium

TABLE II. Formation energy and binding energy betwe
is calculated at equilibrium lattice constant of pure S
Binding energy �Eb� is calculated with relaxed �lowes
compensation. For B/Ge and C/As the 2NN configu

Si62BGe 1NN Si62BGe 2NN Si

Ef �eV� −0.009 −0.038 −
Eb �eV� 0.016 −0.016 −

FIG. 4. Comparison of the density of states of �a� Si63B
0 and �b� Si62BSn0 wi

state at the valence band maximum �lower broken line��. In contrast �c� DO

states between conduction band minimum �upper broken line� and valence band
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solubility of Sn in Si is only about 0.1%, Sn can be intro-
duced in Si up to 5%.30 Such condition has similar strain to
Si0.75Ge0.25, but the local binding increases solubility by an
additional factor of 2. Pb has slightly larger local binding and
induced strain than Sn, but it is less likely to be useful for
enhancing B activation since the solid solubility of Pb is
extremely low.31

To connect the segregation enhancement to the change in
activation, we must consider strain effects on boron intersti-
tial clusters �BICs�, since the coexistence of BICs with iso-
lated boron determines the equilibrium solubility limit
�ESL�, which is about 1020 cm−3 at 1000 °C.32 Induced
strain per boron atom due to BICs �e.g., B3I and B12I7� is
much smaller than for isolated boron.12 Thus, the change in
strain energy due to forming a BIC is nearly equal to that due
to elimination of the substitutional B.33 Neglecting incorpo-
ration of Ge into BICs �which we find energetically unfavor-
able�, the change in activation between Si and strained SiGe
then nearly equals the segregation ratio �Fig. 3�a��.

We also investigated strain compensation binding for
n-type doping via pairing of C with As. In contrast to re-
ported lattice contraction due to incorporation of As by
Cargill III et al.,28 ab initio calculation predicts a slight lat-
tice expansion, but the mismatch is very small, and experi-
mental results may be explained by the negative induced
strain due to AsmVn cluster formation. We found that C–As

pants and group IV elements. Formation energy �Ef�
with isolated substitutional impurities as reference.

rgy� lattice constants and thus excludes global stress
has larger binding energy than other configurations.

n Si62BPb Si62CAs 1NN Si62CAs 2NN

−0.36 0.10 −0.078
−0.23 0.17 −0.064

k-point sampling, showing that they are both shallow acceptors �note empty
icates that As in Si62CAs0 is not a shallow donor, as seen by partially filled
en do
i and
t ene

ration

62BS

0.27
0.17
th 23

S ind

maximum.
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pairs repel each other at 1NN and the complex SiCAs is not
a shallow donor �Fig. 4�c��, while 2NN and 3NN interactions
are attractive. Overall, we believe that As still segregates into
tensilely strained Si1−xCx for small x due to strain compen-
sation and weak 2NN and 3NN attractive binding, consistent
with Sadigh et al.26 and Adey et al.27

IV. CONCLUSION

Dopant segregation ratios at the interface of
Si/Si1−x�Ge/Sn/Pb/C�x were predicted using ab initio DFT
calculations and compared to experimental observations. In
contrast to previous suggestions,4 we found that the segrega-
tion of B into compressively strained SiGe can be fully ex-
plained by global strain compensation without local binding.
Because of minimal induced strain per B atom for boron
interstitial clusters, we expect the segregation ratio to trans-
late to nearly equivalent solubility enhancement. We predict
that the additional local binding energy between B and Sn
can enhance boron solubility significantly in Si1−xSnx, with
some promise for enhancing activation. C/As shows compli-
cated behavior with 1NN repulsion, but we believe that
strain compensation and longer range attraction indicate that
C enhances As solubility. The calculation results can be ex-
tended to arbitrary stress/alloy conditions via application of
Eq. �3� and the values in Tables I and II.
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